
Amendment shall be introduced into sub-paragraphs 3.1.12 and 3.13.2.8 of the Bank Service Agreement and 

worded as follows: 

 
 

 

3.1.12       Customer confirmation by the SMS code of any document (including a deal) provided by the Bank within the transaction, 

assignment or/and service: 

3.1.12.1 According to the Bank procedures the Bank is authorized to suggest that the Customer should confirm by SMS code instead of 

signing any document (including a deal) provided by the Bank within the transaction, assignment or/and service, which 

implies that:    

3.1.12.1.1 The Bank sends the Customer to the cell phone number given/defined preliminarily by the Customer the data (defined at the 

Bank’s discretion) and the SMS code related to the document (including the deal) provided by the Bank within the 

transaction, assignment or/and service;  

3.1.12.1.2 By notifying SMS code to the Bank (communicated verbally by the Customer to the corresponding employee of the Bank) the 

Customer confirms that he/she/it has become familiarized thoroughly with the document (including the deal) provided by the 

Bank within the transaction, assignment or/and service, agrees with the correctness of conditions/information included 

therein and wishes the fulfillment of the aforesaid transaction, assignment or/and execution/drawing up of the document 

(including the deal) offered by the Bank within the service;   

3.1.12.1.3 In case the Customer communicates the sent SMS code the Bank enters the SMS code in the software and completes the 

process of execution of the transaction, assignment or/and the document (including the deal);    

3.1.12.1.4 The Customer confirmation by the SMS code of the transaction, assignment or/and the document (including the deal) 

provided by the Bank is equalized in the relationship between the Parties with the signing of material document by the 

Customer; 

3.1.12.1.5 The list/types of the transaction, assignment or/and the document (including the deal) confirmed by the SMS code is defined 

by the Bank at its discretion;  

3.1.12.1.6 While confirming by the SMS code the transaction, assignment or/and the document (including the deal) provided by the 

Bank, upon the Customer’s request the Bank provides the Customer with the corresponding document;   

3.1.12.2 The Bank bears no responsibility for the possible damage/loss which may occurr in case the Customer has 

provided/preliminarily defined the cell phone number, the sending of SMS code to which may lead to the aforesaid 

damage/loss. 
 

 

 

3.13.2.8.     The Fine for the delay in returning the draw down Credit amount(s) or/and the interest accrued thereof: 0.5% of the 

outstanding amount per each outstanding day (minimum GEL 0.2 in case of express loan) and for the first outstanding day - 

one-off payment of maximum GEL 10 (if the Credit was issued in other currency – 5 units in corresponding currency).   

 

 

 

 

 


